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Wave & Flow

of the forward modeling code (FoMo) is available at
https://wiki.esat.kuleuven.be/FoMo. Then we assume that
the flux Fα(x, y) (DN s−1) will be integrated along the line of
sight (LOS) for a width of W= 1Mm,
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We synthesized the AIA 94, 131Å channel emission which
could image the flare loop at 6.4 MK and 10MK, respectively,
and the AIA 304Å channel emission line which would

represent the transition region and top chromosphere
(0.05MK).
Furthermore, we synthesized the EUV emission intensity I 0M

(erg cm−2) of a specific spectral line λ0 for optically thin
plasma along LOS for a width of W = 1Mm. The details of the
method can also be found in Yuan et al. (2015) and Antolin &
VanDoorsselaere (2013), and the intensity is given by
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of number density (left column), temperature (middle column), and synthesized AIA 131 Å emission (right column) images at t ≈ 0, 83,
166, and 581 s, respectively. The arrows in the left column mark the velocities and directions of the local plasma. The white lines in panel (f) denote a fixed loop,
defined by a field line with a fixed width of 1200 km. The cross in the panel (i) illustrates the initial location of the particle tracer (x = 0 Mm, y = 25 Mm).
(An animation of this figure is available.)
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calculated by the local plasma temperature. We could consider
these lines as paths of sound waves. In panel (c), line 1
represents the route of a sound wave initiated from the right
footpoint (s= 70Mm) at the same time when the extra heating
H1 starts. We find that line 1 has a perfect agreement with the
initial excited flow from the right footprint (s= 70Mm) to the
left footpoint (s= 2Mm) in panel (c). This agreement indicates
that the initial excited flow propagates with the sound speed.
However, in panel (b) we find that the temperature rises earlier
than the arrival of the flow (line 1). That is because of the faster
propagation speed of the thermal conduction discontinuity,
which also introduces a weak evaporation to slightly increase
the density at the left footpoint (s= 2Mm) around t ≈ 1
minutes as shown in panel (a). Line 2 represents the path of a
sound wave propagating from the left footpoint (s= 2Mm) to
the right footpoint (s= 70Mm), assumed to set out when the
excited flow propagating along line 1 impacts the left footpoint
(s= 2Mm). Figure 2 show that there are AIA 131Å emission,
density and temperature changes at the top end of line 2, the
right footpoint (s= 70Mm). These increments indicate that a
reflected wave propagates along line 2, and impacts to trigger
another reflected wave rising from the right footpoint
(s= 70Mm). The analysis of line 1 and line 2 confirm that
these reflected patterns have a wave component.

However, unlike line 1, the synthesized AIA 131Å emission
of the reflected pattern from the bottom end of line 1 does not
behave similarly with line 2 in panel (c) of Figure 2. The
reflected pattern propagates slower than the sound wave along
line 2, especially the part from the left footpoint (s= 2Mm) to

s = 30Mm. Because the initially excited flow from the right
footpoint (s= 70Mm) is triggered by a finite duration heating
pulse, it relates to flows initiated within the same time range of
H1 from t = 0 to t = 180 s, which is clearly observed in all
panels of Figure 2. As a result, the rising reflected pattern at the
left footpoint (s= 2Mm) from t ≈ 161 s encounters the rest
part of the initially excited flow which still propagates toward
the left footpoint (s= 2Mm). Panel (c) shows that this collision
delays the propagation of the reflected pattern, indicating that
both the excited flow and the reflected pattern contain a mass
flow component. Line 3 in panel (c) is another path of a sound
wave which arrives at the right footpoint (s= 70Mm)
simultaneously with the main part of the reflected pattern.
The middle piece of Line 3 shows that after passing through the
“collision” region, the reflected pattern propagates with the
sound speed again. As well as for line 1, line 3 in the panel (b)
temperature map shows that the thermal conduction disconti-
nuity propagates faster than the sound wave. The behaviors of
lines 1–3 in panels (b) and (c) indicate these reflected patterns
contain both wave and mass flow component. This is also
confirmed by the lines 4–6. All of them tell the same story that
the patterns observed in the synthesized AIA 131Å channel
emission is dominated by a repeatable wave component, and
modulated by the mass flows where collisions can temporally
retard or redirect actual mass flows. The wave-flow behavior of
the excited disturbance is reminiscent of shadow water waves
(e.g., Kundu et al. 2004) for which a single pulse also gives a
longitudinal displacement to trace particles. Another interesting
phenomenon is that the highest temperature in our simulation is

Figure 2. Values of number density, temperature, and the synthesized AIA 131 Å emission inside the loop shown as time–distance maps are displayed in panels (a)–
(c), respectively. The six red solid lines in panels (b) and (c) show the paths of virtual particles propagating at the local sound speed. The dotted line in panel (a) shows
the temporal evolution of the actual Lagrangian particle tracer. Positions S and C are used to analyze the light curves in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. t1, t2, and t3
indicate the times at which the tracer particle changes its direction. There is another online animation of evolution of virtual particles in panel (a) of Figure 2.

(An animation of this figure is available.)
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Fang	et	al	2015

• Slow	wave	dominate	at	loop	
top

• Flow	is	strong	at	footpoint



Self-developed	KHI

Fang et al 2016



Free	turbulent	jets (movie)



Propagation	speed



Turbulence growth
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Large	to	small	length	scales

Fang et al 2016



HXR	source	at	loop	top

Masuda et al 1994

Flare model: shibata et al 1995



KHI	at	solar	corona
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KHI	at	solar	corona	



KHI	at solar corona

Growth rate suppressed by
magnetic field
Chandrasekhar 1961



Numerical	Simulations

Ofman et al 2011



KHI	at	CME	flank

Foulon et al 2011



Wavy	motions	but	not	a	wave?
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KHI in coronal loops
during transverse motion

Antolin et al 2014
Magyar & Van Doorselare 2016



KHI	at magnetosphere of the earth



Summary
• KHI is found at a variety of length and time scales
• Energy is transferred from large scale to smaller
scale motion; KHI contributes to plasma heating.

• We simulate KHIs within a reflective flow and the
collision of counter-streams.

• Magnetic islands is form at region with strong
shearing motions during KHI, which may
contribute to plasma heating and particle
acceleration.	

• Free turbulence could develop by KHI after
ejection.	


